I. September Enhancements

- Retirement of Supplemental Status Report (SSR) Application in eDART.
- Retirement of ‘tariffequip’, ‘restorationplans’ and ‘statusreports’ downloads in eDART.
- Network Model Enhancements
- Migration of D-Curve and Ratings CSV files from XML Download to UI Downloads.

II. Other 2019 Enhancements

- Company Distributed Workflow (deployment on hold)
  - Minimize the need for multiple sub-accounts per company and multiple user accounts per person.
  - Client-Agent Functionality: Company admins of clients will be able to request agent companies to act on their behalf in eDART.
  - Unit-Task Functionality: Company admins for Generation companies will be able to assign eDART tasks on per unit/per user basis.
- Voltage Limits - new tool for Transmission users to view and update current voltage limits on buses.
- Enhancements to include Small ESR (Energy Storage Resources) units in eDART.
- New functionality to implement future model build with effective date in eDART.
- Expansion of eDART equipment model to include loads.

III. Discussion Topics

- Demos of the Company Distributed Workflow functionality occurred June 10th to June 17th. Any other interested companies should contact Chidi Ofoegbu.
- With the eDART refresh, management of eDART accounts will be migrated to Account Manager. In preparation for that:
  - Use Account Manager Username for new eDART account requests.
  - Notify eDART team of ‘system’ accounts.
  - Update email addresses for existing accounts.
  - Dormant Accounts are being cleaned up.
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